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Copper (Cu) is often added to wine in order to limit the accumulation of hydrogen sulfide in

wine and its associated odour. However, Cu in wine can impact oxidative and reductive

ageing mechanisms and the rate at which they occur. Recently it has been shown that the

Cu in wine exists predominantly in two forms whereby it is either bound to sulfide (bound)

or not bound to sulfide (free). The measurement of free Cu can potentially provide a

manner to minimise Cu additions to wine while still removing sulfidic-off aromas.

Introduction

However, the current measures of Cu forms are labour intensive

and require expensive equipment not generally found in wineries.

This study shows the validation of a routine colorimetric method to

allow the determination of free Cu in white wine, and combined

with total Cu concentrations, also allows calculation of the bound

Cu concentration.

Method

The method utilises the colorimetric reagent 2,2’-biquinoline-4,4’-

dicarboxylic acid and requires rapid measurement of the free Cu

before the complexing ligand sequesters Cu from sulfide in the

wine. The equipment required for the method includes a

spectrophotometer, pipettes, and reagents. The method was

compared to the electrochemical measurement of the free Cu in

16 white wines and one oxidising white wine over a two week

period. The total Cu concentration was determined by the standard

colorimetric determination of Cu in wine (See AWITC poster 134).

Results

Figure 1A shows the free Cu concentrations determined by the

colorimetric method are comparable to that of the standard

electrochemical method. A scatter plot using the two sets of

results (data not shown) provided a R2 value of 0.8416 and

gradient of 1.048, inferring good agreement between techniques.

Figure 1B shows the bound Cu concentrations calculated by

subtracting free Cu concentrations from the corresponding total Cu

concentration.

colorimetric and electrochem

methods, as a white wine

underwent oxidative storage.

The latter involved storage

of the white wine in a

container with a large head-

space of air and continual

stirring of the wine. Both

techniques showed good

agreement for the measured

free Cu concentration during

wine oxidation. The free Cu

concentration increased

towards the concentration of

total Cu over 36 hours.

Figure 2 shows the change in

free Cu measured by the

Conclusions

The colorimetric determination of free and bound

Cu provides a rapid quantification of Cu forms in

white wine. The method enables

routine measurement of Cu forms

by wineries and researchers.

Figure 1. The free, bound and total Cu in 16 white wines.

Figure 2. The free and total Cu in a white 

wine undergoing oxidation.
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